
Q3.1: 

In the order of their reactivity, i.e how they displace each other from their salt solutions, allign the metals in decreasing order. Cu, Fe, Al, Zn and Mg. 

Answer: 

According to their reactivity, the given metals replace the others from their salt solutions in the said order: Mg, Al, Zn, Fe, Cu . 

Mg : Al : Zn : Fe Cu 

Q3.2: 

Standard electrode potentials given as, 

Mg2•1Mg = -2.37 \I, Hg2•1Hg = 0.79\1, cr3·1cr = - 0. 74\1, Ag.I Ag= 0.80\1, K'IK = -2.93V 

In the order of increasing of reducing power arrange the given metals accordingly. 

Ans: 

The reducing power increases with the lowering of reduction potential. In order of given standard electrode potential (increasing order): K+/K < Mg2•tMg < cr3•tcr < 
Hg2+ /Hg < Ag+ /Ag 

Thus, in the order of reducing power, we can arrange the given metals as : Ag< Hg < Cr < Mg < K 

Q3.3: 

Represent the galvanic cell in which the following reaction takes place. 

Zn(s) + 2Ag•(aq) � Zn2•(aq) + 2Ag(s) 

Also find: 

(i) The negatively charged electrode ? 

(ii) Current carriers in the cell. 

(iii) At each electrode, the individual reaction. 

Ans: 

The galvanic cell in which the given reaction takes place is depicted as: 

(i) The negatively charged electrode is the Zn electroce (anode) 

(ii) The current carriers in the cell are ions. Current fiows to zinc from silver in the external circuit. 

(iii) Reaction at the anode is given by : 

Reaction at the anode is given by : 

Ag�) + e- -+ Ag(s) 

Q3.4: 

With the following reactions given, find the standard cell potentials of galvanic cells with given reactions. 

(i) 2Cr(s) + 3Cd2• (aq) � 2Cr3\aq) + 3Cd 

(ii) Fe2• (aq) + Ag• (aq) � Fe3• (aq) + Ag(s) 

Calculate the �,G6 and equilibrium constant of the reactions. 

Ans: 

(i) Eg
r'+/Cr = 0.74 V 

Egd''"fCd = -0.40 V 

The galvanic cell of the given reaction is depicted as 

Now, the standard cell potential is 
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